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ABSTRACT
Non-invasive neural stimulation techniques are of increasing importance as devices move
from the lab to the clinical environment. One such technology-transcranial magnetic
stimulation-has already made the transition and is currently used by clinicians to treat
depression. This device has several drawbacks, such as a limited ability to focus its
energy to a relatively small region and to distribute energy to deep structures. This thesis
simulates an inhomogeneous human brain under transcranial magnetic stimulation. The
models developed indicate that regions of high conductivity and permittivity may be the
key to overcoming the limitations of current TMS technology. Specifically, models of
1mm-sized particles of high conductivity and permittivity increased the induced current
in deep regions by a factor of 600,000, indicating that some modification to the delivery
method of TMS may drastically increase its effectiveness and usability.
Unlike other forms of stimulation, acoustic energy has not been explored in great depth in
relation to neural stimulation. This thesis explores the possibility of using ultrasound to
focally target and non-invasively stimulate rodents in vivo. While the mechanism by
which ultrasound works to alter neural activity is difficult to pinpoint, in vivo testing with
a variety of ultrasound frequencies, powers, and delivery protocols may lead to a
breakthrough in the field. Furthermore, this thesis outlines a method for stimulating
neural activity with ultrasound by way of heating specific regions.
Thesis Supervisor:
Edward S. Boyden
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1. Background
In recent years, collaboration between fields of study has been the key to technological
improvements. Advancements in neuroscience have shown that neural networks strongly
resemble a complex circuit. Therein lies a very important collaboration: that of electrical
engineering and neuroscience. Using circuitry and electronics to test, improve, and
control neural activity has been growing in popularity.
One specific field that has grown particularly rapidly is electrical neurostimulation. The
first spinal cord stimulation (SCS) device was implanted in 1967[1]. Today two of the
most common modem-day applications of neurostimulation are spinal cord implants and
deep brain stimulation (DBS), a FDA-approved treatment for Parkinson's disease. One
of the mysteries and dangers of these technologies is that the mechanism driving either is
not precisely known. Both are spatially specific in that a particular brain area is targeted,
as are particular neurotransmitters (GABA and glycine, for example, with SCS). While
the treatments may calm symptoms, without knowing the underlying mechanism by
which the stimulators work, modifications to the system-like applied voltage or
stimulating frequency-are mostly trial and error.
In recent years, new methods for stimulating neurons have evolved from different forms
of energy. As recently as 2007[2], the use of light as a cell-type specific neural activity
modulator has been exploited. Demonstrated successfully in mice[3], virus injections of
light-activated protein channels channelrhodopsin and halorhodopsin target a particular
subset of neurons. LED fiber arrays, much like DBS leads, are then implanted, allowing
direct control of the cells expressing the light-activated protein channels. This promising
technology yields a much higher potential than DBS in its ability to selectively target
particular cell types within a neural circuit, minimizing randomness in treatments and
thus leading to a far better understanding of neural circuitry and various diseases that
arise from abnormalities. While not yet tested in humans, this invasive procedure, like
DBS, is not one to which every patient's health can afford to be exposed. Surgeries can
lead to hematoma or seroma wounds or local infection. Additionally, any implanted
device runs the risk of malfunctioning electronics, a dying battery, or lead migration.
These conditions combine to deem current neurostimulation methods unnecessarily
dangerous.
Research in yet another form of energy-that from magnetic fields-has led to the
development of non-invasive neurostimulators. One prominent example currently used
in clinical settings is Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). The basic principle
behind the device's functionality is Faraday's law of induction: a changing magnetic
field, generated by a coil held near the head, induces electric current in the brain, thereby
stimulating neuronal activity. First used successfully in a study in 1985[4], TMS was
used to stimulate different brain regions and see corresponding muscle movements, thus
creating functional maps of brain areas. Since then, over 3000 papers have been
published involving TMS experiments, many of which are concerned with clinical
applications of the technology.
As stated, the exact mechanism by which TMS alters neural function is still unknown.
Using figure-eight coil geometry, studies[5] have recorded activity under TMS
stimulation using EEG recordings across various parts of the brain. Using a 1.5 Tesla
device, they measured the maximum induced electric field under the coil to be 100
Volts/meter. These studies analyzed recordings from both ipsilateral and contralateral
recording sites, including both latency information as well as amplitude of recorded
neuronal activity. Increasing latencies in electrodes placed farther from the stimulation
focus (overall approximately 7 ms delay in ipsilateral regions versus 22 ms delay in
contralateral regions) have led researchers to hypothesize mechanisms employed in TMS
stimulation. While interhemispheric conduction does seem to play a role in transmitting
currents generated by the TMS device, based on timing in observed activity, latencies in
the ipsilateral hemisphere appear to be the result of corticocoritcial volleys between
different brain regions.
One particularly successful application of TMS has been in its treatment of depression.
Extremely common in the United States, clinical depression affects more than 19 million
people each year[6]. As recently as October 2008, the United States FDA approved TMS
treatment for drug-resistant depression[7]. Depression is thought to originate in deep
brain structures like the hippocampus or other serotonin-generating regions giving more
credence to studies indicating that TMS is capable of indirectly activating deep
structures. The same is hypothesized in the application of TMS to other diseases, such as
Parkinson's and epilepsy.
Despite the existence of TMS devices in research settings and clinical trials for several
decades, it is in these theories where modem understanding of TMS stops. Why, exactly,
one deep brain structure is activated with TMS at a particular site and not another is
unclear. Furthermore, a large artifact generated by the magnetic pulse on recording
electrodes placed at target sites in the brain is one limiting factor in recording neural
activity during the few precious milliseconds after the pulse-it is during this time that
the TMS directly stimulates neurons. Many neurological disorders are localized to a
particular brain region or even a specific cell-type within a region, and while the non-
invasive nature of TMS in tantalizing, its inability to focus at a particular site may be
detrimental to its use as an efficient, effective therapy in the future. TMS studies have
shown results relating to mood, headaches, working memory, risk taking behavior, habits,
fairness, and a number of other things, but what is needed is a better understanding of its
basic function, not a list of various alterations in behavior made possible by a magnetic
pulse.
One form of energy yet to be fully exploited in its applications to neuroscience is acoustic
energy-that which arises from sound waves. Today, ultrasonic devices are common in
clinical settings in applications such as imaging and muscle therapy. Therapeutic
ultrasound is typically delivered at about 700kHz - 3MHz and at an intensity of roughly
0.5W/cm2[8]. This form of therapy delivers heat to targeted muscles, simultaneously
increasing blood flow in the region, relieving pain. Furthermore, there is evidence to
support the claim that therapeutic ultrasound can improve the condition of scar tissue and
may decrease the inflammatory response of damaged muscle tissue[9]. Ultrasonic
imaging is often used for diagnostic purposes and very commonly used during pregnancy
to view and monitor the fetus. For diagnostic sonography purposes a device of frequency
2-18MHz is used at a maximum allowed intensity of 0.18W/cm 2 [10] in fetal imaging to
prevent cavitation and other tissue damage.
Beginning in the late 1950s, several papers were published theorizing the potential for
ultrasound stimulation to alter some functions of the human nervous system, in some
cases showing reversible effects of signal transmission[ 11-13]. Papers such as these were
rare and often irreproducible. However, in the last 20 years, there have been a handful of
experiments indicating previous theories may hold true in biological systems.
In 1990, a group at the University of Colorado at Boulder used a single ultrasound pulse
paired with electrical stimulation to alter action potential amplitude in frog nerves[14].
One of the main questions this group sought to answer was that of the time-specificity of
ultrasonic stimulation. Mihran and his team used myelinated frog sciatic nerves in an in
vitro prep and coupled a single focused 500ps ultrasound pulse with traditional electrical
stimulation with varying latencies between the onset of electrical stimulation and the
ultrasound pulse. Their setup was such that the transducer's field would be focused to a
1-3mm spot on the nerve. Using standard Ag/AgCl electrodes, they delivered a 15ps
electrical pulse to the nerve. The threshold of the electrical stimulus was determined
based on the recorded compound action potential (CAP) of the nerve; because the goal is
to modulate the amplitude of the recorded signal with ultrasound, they delivered an
electrical stimulus that would stimulate nerve fibers to approximately half the value
recorded at saturation.
The Mihran group saw variation in the relative excitability of the nerve fibers after
ultrasound irradiation. Furthermore, they found that an ultrasound pulse delivered at a
point on the nerve between the recording and stimulating electrodes and 6ms before the
CAP arrived at that point resulted in a partial block of the propagation of the CAP. They
found a similar effect with a direct mechanical stimulus. A comparison of the calculation
of the energy delivered with the direct mechanical stimulus and radiation pressure from
the ultrasound, in addition to controls for temperature, lead the group to conclude the
radiation pressure from the ultrasound drives the response they see. The idea that stretch-
activated channels in the membrane facilitate the ultrasound-induce response is discussed
and further reinforced by the observation that maximal effect is seen at minimal spot size
and therefore larger gradient of radiation pressure.
Another very exciting paper from Phillips and Towe in 2004[15] also coupled ultrasound
with electrical stimulation, this time in a rodent brain. This group anesthetized rats and
exposed a 4 mm section of cortex that leaves room for the 11.75 MHz-tuned ultrasound
element as well as insertion of a platinum-iridium wire for intracortical microstimulation.
They found that when electrical stimulation was well above threshold, an ultrasound
pulse of 10-50ms increased the force measured in the muscle response. When the
electrical stimulation was sub-threshold and delivered at the same time as a 50ms
ultrasound pulse, muscle responses were also evoked. While ultrasound alone was not
enough to evoke a motor response, its assistance in inducing some effects is clear.
Interestingly, the group noted a temperature change of several degrees Celsius with the
ultrasound pulse widths used and suspects this may have played a role in the responses
they observed, though they did not explicitly test that hypothesis.
As recently as November 2008, the Tyler group at Arizona State University reported the
effects of ultrasound as the sole source of stimulating energy[16]. Unlike the previously
described observations, the Tyler group did not leverage the focusing capabilities of some
transducers to stimulate neural activity. Rather, they used a low frequency low intensity
waveform. Under a 0.67MHz transducer and only 2.9W/cm2 they recorded firing in one
third of the target neurons, using the sodium-channel blocking neurotoxin TTX as a
control for recording activity. These target neurons, though, were in mouse hippocampal
slice cultures. While slices may allow for a more controlled environment, this too
presents a complication in analyzing the results. A more controlled environment means
that the target neurons are isolated and not receiving network inputs and many artificial
solutions are required to maintain neuron health. Despite these puzzles, the results hint
that a very wide range of parameters may generate a neuronal response.
While several previously described papers have certainly given momentum to the field of
ultrasound-induced nervous system stimulation, the path to developing a reliable
technology is far from clear. The method by which ultrasound works-and even the idea
that it may be enough to stimulate neural activity itself-is unclear. Several thoughts
have been posed: for instance, do mechano-sensitive channels in the brain like TREK and
TRAAK[17, 18] facilitate signaling in response to ultrasound? Can heating due to
ultrasound be exploited to induce neural activity? While several isolated examples of the
potential power of ultrasound exist, any real understanding of this technology is truly in
its infancy.
2. Goals
This thesis will focus on gaining a better understanding of how the brain works through
the use of devices, specifically the following two topics: Modeling of non-invasive FDA-
approved devices such as TMS; and: In-vivo mammalian recordings using ultrasound as
the source of stimulation.
2.1 TMS simulations
With models of the brain and its interaction with a TMS pulse, we can gain basic insights
into parameters like expected size and depth of stimulated area and current flow. One
great advantage to modeling is the ability to rapidly iterate, changing parameters like
different coil geometries, brain geometries, alterations in brain tissue, without
consequence. By rapidly changing test parameters in models, we can quickly see what
changes we can bring about in TMS experiments before undergoing laborious trials.
Because an incredibly precise understanding of neuron connections, growth, and function
would be necessary to develop an accurate model of the brain, and because we neither
have reached a complete understanding of the brain nor have the computational power to
model such a thing, certain assumptions will be made when modeling the brain. Some of
the best models to date have been made by Wagner, et al[19]. Unlike previous models,
the Wagner group took into account the ellipsoid shape of the head, as well as the tissue
layers surrounding the brain and includes the skin, skull, CSF, grey matter, and white
matter to give a more accurate measurement of how induced currents reach the brain.
These models assume each layer to be homogenous and isotropic.
To further develop current understandings of the brain under TMS stimulation, I propose
going beyond what Wagner's group has done by increasingly complicating their models.
Wagner's group models almost the entire brain as homogenous, isotropic white matter-
what happens when any inconsistencies are introduced? The human brain, we know, is
not perfectly homogenous. How will changing parameters like permittivity and
conductivity in a small area change the induced currents in the brain? These are practical
questions that, when answered, will leave us with a better understanding and expectation
of what we see in our experiments.
2.2 In vivo recordings
In vivo mammalian recordings will focus on exploring the effects of ultrasound
stimulation. Because, as stated, the exact mechanisms by which ultrasound may
stimulate neural activity have yet to be laid out in detail, these experiments aim to explore
a variety of possibilities as well as many experimental settings.
One such mechanism we aim to test is ultrasound-induced heating. In 1997, a group at
UCSF isolated a capsaicin receptor, TRPV1 [20]. Capsaicin, an active ingredient in hot
peppers, is also an irritant, inducing pain and a "local release of inflammatory mediators."
The group transfected human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells with the TRPV1 receptor
and found it not only to respond to capsaicin but also to an increase in temperature.
Recording from cells in a heated bath, the group found that changing the temperature
from 22 to 450C caused a large current flow into the cell. In 2008, Arenkiel and others
expanded on these findings, virally expressing TRPV1 channels in mice[2 1]. They were
able to reproduce the capsaicin-induced currents previously observed, but rather than
performing experiments in HEK cells, their tests were done in neonatal mouse brain
slices, proving TRPV1 can be used to induce action potentials in neurons. Further, tests
were performed in vivo, on both anesthetized and awake mice. In all cases, recordings of
TRPVl-infected cells showed activation upon capsaicin injection. Heat-activation tests
of TRPV1, though tested in HEK cells, have yet to be confirmed in neurons. Because a
high-energy ultrasound pulse can induce heating, the previous TRPV1 studies have laid
the groundwork for testing ultrasound as a method of non-invasively stimulating the
central nervous by way of heat in a focused manner.
Additionally, as mentioned, because ultrasound may stimulate stretch-activated channels
or by a completely unknown mechanism, we have tested the effects of ultrasound in an
in-vivo wild-type rodent prep in both awake and anesthetized animals. These tests, while
exploratory, are also somewhat directed by previous studies. Experiments will be
directed, for instance, by frequencies used successfully by Mihran's group[14], powers
used by Tyler's group[16], and motor cortex locations as determined by electrical
stimulation[22].
While some testing of ultrasound has been done in frogs[14], a rodent test subject allows
us to assess the effect of ultrasound in an experimental setup very similar to what we may
find in humans. Additionally, in vitro experiments are inevitably different from in-vivo
settings, as many artificial fluids and preparation must be undertaken to keep neurons
alive. Furthermore, all complicated circuitry and brain region interactions are lost in an
in vitro prep, potentially arising in extraordinarily different results from what one may
truly find naturally in the brain, and hence what would be relevant in a clinical setting.
While in the case of heating via TRPV1 channels, some in vitro preparation may be
necessary as preliminary testing. However, because ultrasound has been shown to
propagate through the skull at certain frequencies[l 1, 23], in vivo testing is not only be
achievable but may be the fastest, most effective route to discovering the potential of this
technology. We aim to explore the central nervous system, as opposed to the spinal cord
and peripheral nervous system, as a means of unraveling some mysteries underlying the
complex circuit that is the human brain. Here we explore what effects different
ultrasound frequencies at a wide range of powers and protocols may have on both an in-
vivo awake and anesthetized rodent.
3. Methods
3.1 TMS simulations
All models were developed using COMSOL Multiphysics finite element modeling
software. The models use a highly conductive copper coil which acts as an
electromagnet. A 1.66 kHz current is run through the coil. The current waveform is a
cosine and designed such that after 100 microseconds (one-sixth the period, or 60 degrees
of phase), when the amplitude has dropped by a factor of 2, the amplitude of the field is
still 100 V/m, the value we assume we need to stimulate neural activity[5]. This means
that for the previous 100 microseconds, the field has been larger than threshold. We
analyze the induced field after one-sixth of the cycle has passed, and assume that over all,
the steady state response will be similar to the response after the first one-sixth of the
cycle. Since the induced field will be proportional to the amplitude of the current, we
evaluate the model output as a normalized function.
While our group, and many others, have modeled various coil geometries to see their
effect on the shape of the induced electric field, we have found that the figure eight coil
design to be relatively focal as compared to a single coil, say. Current TMS devices used
by clinicians in treatment of drug-resistant depression use a figure eight coil to deliver
what has been found to be an effective therapy, giving further reason to use this coil
geometry in our models.
These models approximate the skull as an ellipsoid. The Wagner group, off whose work
these models are based, used an MRI scan of a normal human male to make the
approximate the thickness (in mm) of the following tissues in their models: skin (4-5),
skull (5-10), cerebrospinal fluid (2-3), grey matter (4-5), and white matter. The
cerebrospinal fluid, or CSF, acts as the brain's shock absorber. Neuronal cell bodies
make up the brain's grey matter, whereas white matter is composed of myelinated axons
and nerve bundles. Modeled human brain size is adapted from Wagner's group. The
whole brain is, as stated, an ellipsoid with dimensions (0.0815, 0.0965, 0.0765) in meters.
The coils are placed 7 millimeters from the head-close enough to induce currents in the
brain, since the induced magnetic field drops off rapidly with distance.
Some materials and variances I have chosen to model are essential additions to Wagner's
homogenous models of the brain. Ventricles-cerebrospinal fluid-filled cavities in the
brain-as well as deep gray matter structures are present in all humans, and testing the
effects of a magnetic pulse on these structures is simply a necessity. Furthermore, tumors
and dead tissue could potentially have very telling effects on the shape of induced electric
field in the brain. Other variances I have taken into account are, for example, small
particles of glass, a material commonly used for recording electrodes, and gold, a non-
magnetic but highly conductive material. I have outlined the conductivity and
permittivity of these materials in the table below. All body tissues and fluids are assumed
to have a relative magnetic permeability of 1, where the permeability of free space is
4* 10-7 N/A 2. Permittivity is relative to the permittivity of free space, 8.85* 1012 F/m.
Material Conductivity Relative Relative Magnetic
(S/m) Permittivity Permeability
Skin[19] 0.465 1.2 1
Skull[19] 0.01 0.8 1
CSF[19] 1.654 0.6 1
Grey 0.276 1.2 1
matter[ 19]
White 0.126 1.2 1
matter[ 19]
Ventricle 1.654 0.6 1
Tumor[24] 0.276 1.5*104 1
Gold[25, 26] 45.2* 106 6.9 1.000507
Glass[27-29] 2.5*10-9 4.7 1
Table 1: List of conductivity/permittivity of materials used in TMS models.
3.2 In vivo recordings
3.2.1 Transducer specifications
The two transducers primarily used for the described in vivo recordings have center
frequencies of 1.09MHz (Precision Acoustics) and 2.04MHz (Imasonic). Both
transducers have a single lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric spherical element.
The transducer face opens at a 300 angle; thus the spherically-radiated waves
constructively interfere at some distance from the transducer face (-33 mm for the
2MHz, ~52mm for the 1MHz) where the phase of all the radiated waves is the same.
Because at some small distance from the exact focus the path lengths of the radiated
waves have only changed a small amount, the interference is still mostly constructive.
Therefore, the amplitude of intensity at small distances from the focal point is still high,
creating a cigar-shaped focus which contains most of the output power.
The transducer output is driven by two other devices: the function generator (Tektronix
AFG302 1), which modulates the transducer's output signal, and subsequently the
amplifier (T&C Power Conversion, AG Series), which controls the transducer's output
power. The function generator is set to output a sine wave at the given transducer's
center frequency and can be set to output a 40-cycle pulse or at a continuous wave of
arbitrary length. Pulse timing can be controlled internally by a trigger or can be triggered
by a TTL pulse from the digitizer. The generated signal is fed to the amplifier with a 50-
ohm impedance line. The amplitude of the function generator's sine wave is set to a
maximum of 630mV such that the power input to the amplifier through the 50-ohm line
is at 0 dB (1mW). The current amplifier in use is capable of outputting 150 Watts
continuously or up to 300 Watts in pulsing into the 50-ohm load that connects the
amplifier to the transducer.
A hydrophone system is in place to measure intensity and visualize the shape of the
transducer output signal. The hydrophone (Precision Acoustics HP Series), a PVDF
piezoelectric device that converts the sound waves it receives to electrical energy, is
placed in the area of the field emitted from the transducer (Fig. 1). Because our
hydrophone's acoustic impedance is matched to that of water, testing the emitted
intensity and visualizing the field's shape is done in a water bath. The gain on the input
signal is dependant on the size of our hydrophone probe: the 75-micron tip yields 6.4
mV/MPa (4.7 for 1 MHz) gain, while the 200-micron tip yields 88.9 mV/MPa (60.2 for
1MHz). The hydrophone's input goes through its preamp before it is read out by the
attached oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies DS03202A) and saved onto a computer
using Agilent's DSO3000 software. A short PERL program uses the hydrophone's
conversion units (6.4 mV/MPa, for instance) to calculate the instantaneous intensity at
each time point, and then sums the product of the intensity and time step to find the
average intensity during the pulse (equations follow). Because intensity is proportional
to the square of the measured voltage, the contribution due to the background noise
becomes negligible and the calculated intensity can be attributed to the ultrasound pulse.
Z = impedance of water = (sound speed in m/s)*(density in kg/m3) = 1500* 1000
Iinstantaneous = [(MPa/mV)*mV] 2/Z
Iaverage = linstantaneous*time step/[(number of cycles = 40)*(frequency of transducer)]
A similar procedure was used to determine the size of the focal cigar generated by the
2MHz transducer. The power of the transducer's output signal drops off like a Gaussian
curve. The full width half maximum of the 2MHz transducer is roughly 800pm in the
lateral directions and measures approximately 6mm in height; therefore the focal cigar
has a roughly 800pm diameter and 6mm height. These measurements were taken in a
water bath; in a rat, the diameter of the cigar was roughly 50pm wider.
In the testing rig, the transducer is held face-down towards the subject of experiment.
Because of the high impedance mismatch between water and air-an inevitable interface
in this setup-some type of impedance-matching interface between the transducer face
and subject became a necessity. As shown below (Fig. 2) on the 2MHz transducer, an
acrylic cone was made and fit to the transducer body. The cone is cut just short of a tip at
the point of the focus to allow power transfer to the subject. The cone is then filled with
2% agarose in deionized water, which was found to be an excellent impedance match to
water-there was no noticeable attenuation over several centimeters of agarose. While
other materials were found to in theory allow good transmission of ultrasound through
water (polystyrene: 94%, polypropylene: 98.5%, paraffin wax: 98%), agarose proved to
not only be the most practical but also to have a low rate of ultrasound absorbance.
Furthermore, the shape of the focus is maintained. The output of the transducer as
measured in water is plotted (Fig. 3) as: intensity as a function of amplifier output; and
voltage as a function of time.
Figure 1: Hydrophone setup.
Figure 2: Acrylic transducer cone, pictured here on 2MIHz transducer.
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Figure 3: Agarose-filled cone with 2MHz transducer. Top: Output as measured at
the tip of 75 micron tip hydrophone in water. Bottom: Average intensity as
measured by 200 micron hydrophone in water. Line generated by MATLAB
curvefit toolbox, "interpolent shape-preserving" tool.
3.2.2 Animal experiments
Wistar rats and C57/BL6 mice were used in anesthetized ultrasound trials. All
experiments were carried out according to the MIT CAC-approved animal protocol.
A subset of rats was anesthetized under isoflurane throughout the procedure. To achieve
breadth in the scope of the anesthetics tested, another subset of rats received ketamine
(100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) rather than isoflurane. To maintain anesthesia
level, subsequent doses of ketamine/xylazine (20 mg/kg ketamine, 2 mg/kg xylazine)
were administered with a butterfly needle in the peritoneal space approximately every 30
minutes[30]. Anesthesia level was closely monitored by way of the animal's breathing
rate and response to toe pinch.
Most rats were sacrificed post-experiment. However, to allow the possibility for multiple
exposures to ultrasound, some rats underwent a head plate implant surgery prior to
experimentation. Delrin's low density (0.0014g/mm 3) and structural stability make it the
optimal head plate material, as it is light but durable on the rodent head. The implant
(Fig. 4) was glued on with a combination of screws (Morris, 000x3/32 flat S/tap screws),
dental acrylic (Interguide Dental, H00357), and Metabond glue (C&B Metabond kit
S380) for stability. The many holes and notches in the head plate add structural support,
as more glue can wrap around from head plate to skull at these sites. To protect the skull
and exposed craniotomy, a clear acrylic lid was screwed onto the head plate and removed
at the time of experiment.
Figure 4: Rat head plate. Measures 51mm at widest point.
Regardless of anesthetic or head plate, animals were placed on a heating pad (FST
TR200) set to 37*C. To target the hind limb motor cortex for instance, a hole was drilled
2.5mm posterior to bregma and 1.7mm lateral to bregma. An electrode was placed on the
head stage at a 29* angle and was moved 3.09mm diagonal from the hole at the surface of
the brain to reach the hind limb motor cortex[3 1].
Prior to the start of the experiment, the aforementioned hydrophone setup was used to
find the focus of the ultrasound relative to a fiduciary marker glued to the cone. During
the experiment, based on the vector from marker to focus, the focus of the transducer was
carefully aligned to be at the tip of the electrode (for proposed hind limb motor cortex,
this is 2.5mm posterior to bregma, 1mm right of the mediolateral axis, and roughly
1.5mm deep). The electrode and transducer are manipulated with a manually-controlled
head stage (Sutter Instruments MPC200, ROE 200) with 1 micron accuracy and 25mm
total range on each of 3 axes.
Brain activity was recorded using a 1.5 outer diameter glass-pulled pipette (Sutter
Instruments, P-97) with a Ag/AgC1 conducting wire and were filled with a conductive
recording solution. Pipettes were pulled to a long thin shank for minimal damage to brain
tissue and came to roughly an 8 micron diameter at the tip. Electrodes had an average
resistance of 10MOhm, though this may vary depending on application. High impedance
electrodes (10-1 5MOhm) will have a narrower tip and are better suited to recording one
neuron. While a lower impedance (5MOhm) electrode will not record a strong signal, it
has the feature of picking up several neural signals, allowing us to record several units at
once. A Ag/AgCl wire was placed in the nearby tissue to serve as a ground wire.
To avoid any air gaps between the agarose-filled transducer cone and the skull, thereby
minimizing ultrasound attenuation due to the impedance mismatch with air, ultrasound
gel (PolyGel Ultrasonic Conductive Gel) was administered to the skull above the
ultrasound target.
All mice underwent head plate implant surgery prior to ultrasound testing. Mouse head
plates were, like those for rats, made with delrin and measure 30 x 10.5 mm2 with a 12.5
x 7 mm2 window in the center to allow direct access to the skull for recording and
ultrasound delivery. At the time of implant, a recording hole was drilled in the skull at
1.5mm anterior and 1mm lateral to bregma such that the recording electrode may reach
the facial region of the motor cortex[22]. The window was placed such that the
recording-hole site as well as the ultrasound target is exposed. The implant was glued on
in the same manner as the rat head plates, and a rectangular acrylic lid was screwed onto
the head plate to protect the skull and craniotomy when animal was not in testing.
Once the animal has fully recovered from surgery, it underwent ultrasound
experimentation with a process similar to that of the rat (described above). The
ultrasound target here was 1.5mm anterior to bregma and 3 mm right of the mediolateral
axis. A subset of the mice receive isoflurane anesthesia during experiments, and, as with
the rats, another subset was dosed with ketamine and xylazine.
3.2.3 TRPV channel patch data
Neurons for patch data are cultured from Swiss Webster E19 mice. Hippocampal
neurons are cultured and plated for four days before they are transfected with the TRPV
bacterial plasmid. After 7-10 days, cells are optimally ready for patch clamping.
Patch clamping is a method of obtaining single-cell data by way of sealing a glass
recording pipette to the cell membrane, thereby recording the activity of a few ion
channels. The glass cover slip containing neuron culture cells is normally placed in a
solution-filled chamber on an imaging microscope with an accompanying recording
setup. Because we aim to obtain heat-based patch clamping data for the TRPV neuron
cultures, some extra setup beyond the usual patch clamp rig is necessary-namely, a
controlled heating element. Therefore, we have supplemented the patch clamp rig with a
Peltier heating element glued to the bottom of the microscope chamber. Peltier devices-
typically alternating p-type and n-type semiconductors-work by the thermoelectric
effect[32]. When a current runs through the semiconductor junction, the associated
diffusion of charged particles creates a heat differential across the device. The amount of
heat generated, therefore, is related to the amount of power input to the system. By
driving our Peltier device at a particular voltage, we can deliver a given amount of energy
(Fig. 5) to the system, heating the cover slip and activating the TRPV channels. The
Peltier device is triggered from a TTL pulse from the digitizer. The TTL output is only
lOmA, much too low to drive the Peltier at the power we need to obtain the type of
temperature differentials we desire. To adjust for this, the TTL pulse is sent through a
driving circuit (Fig. 6) to amplify the current and increase the total power input to the
Peltier device.
For focal heat delivery in vivo, the Peltier device becomes unnecessary and even
undesirable and the 2MHz transducer is used. Heat information is collected much in the
same manner as intensity data. Rather than a hydrophone, a thin thermocouple (Omega
Thermocouple Probe Model HYPO Type T) is inserted in the rat brain at the focal point
of the transducer. Like the hydrophone, the thermocouple device is triggered by a TTL
pulse from the digitizer and recorded (instruNet Model 100 DAQ, instruNet World) the
temperature in the brain as various protocols were tested.
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Figure 5: Peltier heating element specifications.
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Figure 6: Peltier driving circuit schematic. Digidata-produced TTL pulse is "in"
signal, "out" drives Peltier. Vcc = 7.5V, current limited to 2.6A.
3.2.4 Data acquisition and analysis
Data from the recording electrode is immediately fed through a pClamp preamp head
stage with a gain of 10 before passing through the digitizer (Digidata 1440A). The
digitizer is connected to the computer controlled amplifier (MultiClamp 700B). The
pClamp software suite displays the input signals and allows the user to test electrode
resistance, calibrate the signal, change the gain, as well as to write protocols to control
the output head stages, among other uses. Trials run and recorded on pClamp's Clampex
recording software can be analyzed offline using the Clampfit package.
Many of the protocols used for these experiments intend to analyze neuron spike data.
Because action potentials are on the order of Ims, we sample at a rate of 20 kHz, thereby
sufficiently exceeding the Nyquist sampling rate to get an accurate depiction of the spike
waveform.
The majority of the offline data analysis has been done through Clampfit. Important
analysis techniques applied to the in vivo recordings are power spectrum analysis and
filtering and spike detection. Clampfit can be used to run a Fourier transform on each
trial (-20 seconds) to compare the amount of power in a particular frequency band
throughout the trial. For instance, the presence of electrical noise would be indicated in a
peak in the power spectrum at 60Hz, the frequency at which electrical power is
distributed in the United States. Clampfit is also used for spike detection. Data is high-
pass filtered at 300Hz using an 8-pole Bessel filter to eliminate low-frequency data; the
only inflections that should remain after this type of filtering are fast spikes-those of
action potentials. Spikes are detected using a threshold search post-filter. The threshold
is set manually at a level such as to identify as many spikes as possible without also
detecting noise. A re-arm value and maximum duration are set to ensure only inflections
that exceeded threshold and dropped to near-baseline within Ims are tagged as action
potentials. A spike histogram can easily be generated from the outcome of a threshold
search. In addition to Clampfit, MATLAB-generated code for producing Hilbert
transforms are used in the analysis of data discussed here. Unlike a Fourier transform, a
Hilbert transform does not plot the data in frequency-space but rather is represented in
time-space. In a Hilbert transform, a narrow band pass filter is applied to a particular-
sized time step. The Hilbert transform then creates the imaginary component-which
carries phase information-of the filtered time-space data. After performing the Hilbert
transform for various frequency bands over all time, one can generate a spectrogram and
identify which frequencies are present and at what amplitude at a particular time during
the experiment. This particular set of information is valuable for analyzing local field




The TMS simulations were first run on an ellipsoid approximation of the human head
with no imperfections (Fig. 7). Models of this nature serve the dual purpose of
confirming the results found by Wagner's group as well as to serve as baseline and
comparison for the inhomogeneous models. The output is normalized to the input
through the coils. Most of the current is dissipated through the skin; the relative







Figure 7: Head with no imperfections, normalized electric field.
Ventricles, the brain's shock absorbers, are essentially CSF-filled sacs. Although
actually a network present throughout the volume of the brain, they have been simplified
here as a single ellipsoid to estimate the general effect. Neither the deep nor the
superficial ventricle (Fig. 8) has much of an effect on the induced field. The conductivity
of these CSF-filled sacs is several times that of the surrounding white matter, but their
relative permittivity is half that of its surroundings.












Figure 8: Ventricle modeled as CSF-filled ellipsoid, normalized electric field. Top:
Deep in white matter. Bottom: Superficial placement, near grey matter layer.
Mis: S8.626
Like ventricles, grey matter deep in the brain is a necessary component to evaluate when
studying models of the human brain. Cell bodies are not confined to one superficial layer
but make up many central structures of the brain such as the amygdala and hippocampus.
Perhaps due to its high conductance, grey matter, depicted somewhat superficially here
(Fig. 9) appears to have an increased electric field at its perimeter.
Figure 9: Grey matter modeled as superficial sphere, normalized electric field.
While abnormal cell growth is not a definitive characteristic of every brain as ventricles
and deep regions of grey matter are, tumors are nonetheless an interesting model target.
In 2005 alone there were nearly 44,000 new cases of brain tumors in the United
States[33]. With a permittivity several times the surrounding white matter, brain tumors
could potentially raise the induced electric field in deeper regions to over half the
maximum produced by the inductive coils (Fig. 10).
Glass electrodes are commonly used for studying the electrical activity of the brain.
Their low conductivity and permeability, though, do not combine to create a detectable
change in the induced electric field (Fig. 11). Gold particles, on the other hand, appear to
have strong potential for driving the field to deeper targets in the brain (Fig. 12). The
electric field generated from three 1mm gold spheres is almost 5 times the maximum
induced field in the homogenous brain model.







Figure 10: Tumor, normalized electric field.
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Figure 11: Glass particles, normalized electric field. Top: 1mm particle. Bottom:
1mm diameter electrode-like cylinder.
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Figure 12: Gold particles, normalized electric field. Top: Three 1mm















The range of conductivities and permittivities in the above-described models is not
adequate to completely characterize the parameters necessary for driving current to
targets deep in the brain. In order to better understand the parameter space, I have run a
series of models in the same arrangement as the gold 1mm particles: that is, in these
models, there are three 1mm-sized particles in a triangular array, or one 0.1mm-sized
particle. In the case of the gold particles, so that the 1mm particle may have some
noticeable effect on the induced electric field, it is necessary for there to be two adjacent
particles. The third particle in these models completes the triangle and is the particle that
pulls the field deeper in the brain. Thus, when modeling 1mm particles, I have used a
triangle of 3 particles as in the gold models. The two superficial, adjacent particles are 4
mm apart, and the third particle is centered 3 mm below them. The same is not true when
modeling 0.1mm particles; here, one particle will suffice. Furthermore, the same does
not apply when considering the total current; in this case, one 1mm-sized particle is
sufficient to induce high currents within the particle, though a noticeable change in
electric field is not observed (Appendix). The conductivity and permittivity values of the
particles modeled vary exponentially to cover the range of values encompassed by typical
particles.
As seen in Fig. 13 (top) and reinforced by the gold and tumor models, a three-particle
model with high conductivity and permittivity values results in a total current density
more than 600,000 times stronger than its surroundings. When the particles are brought
closer together, this effect can be amplified. The key feature of these models is not
necessarily the amplitude of the induced field itself but the demonstration that these
particles can be used to drive the current to deep regions of the brain, an effect traditional
TMS alone cannot produce.
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Figure 13: Maximum current induced in particle in TMS simulations. Top: Three
1mm-sized particles. Bottom: One 0.1mm-sized particle.
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4.2 In vivo recordings
4.2.1 Ultrasound transmission through skull
Before any attempts were made to measure the effects of ultrasound on the rodent brain,
we gathered data to determine ultrasound attenuation through the rodent skull. These
experiments were performed with the hydrophone in the rat brain to measure the intensity
at the intended ultrasound focus site. The function generator was set to the transducer's
center frequency and run in 40-cycle bursts. We found that the intensity of the ultrasound
beam faced a 90% attenuation rate through the skull. While most of the input power is
dissipated through the skull, under the current amplifier setup, we still measure upwards
of 100 W/cm 2 with the 2MHz transducer through the skull at the point of interest.
According to Tyler [16], 2.9 W/cm 2 is sufficient to trigger neural activity in hippocampal
slices. The two transducers cover a wide range of frequencies, and as shown in Fig. 14,
each can surpass the threshold observed in Tyler's paper. It is important to note that the
exact intensity measured through the skull can vary by up to a factor of two from animal
to animal, as skull thickness may vary depending on age or other factors.
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Figure 14: Ultrasound intensity through rat skull with ultrasound gel applied. Top:
1MHz. Bottom: 2MHz.
4.2.2 Ultrasound effect on rat primary motor cortex
The effects of 2MHz ultrasound were tested on rats under various ultrasound delivery
protocols. The target for ultrasound delivery, and likewise recording, was the rat primary
motor cortex, more specifically the hind limb or vibrissa motor cortex. The goal with this
particular target is that, should ultrasound prove to stimulate neurons like a traditional
electrical stimulation electrode, targeting the motor cortex will result in a behavioral cue,
in this case a limb or facial twitch.
Most of our testing was done on rats under isoflurane anesthesia. While many ultrasound
delivery protocols (Table 2) were tested, no ultrasound-specific effects were recorded on
single neurons.
Pulse Total duration Pulse length










Table 2: Examples of 2MHz transducer protocols tested on rat motor cortex. Each
protocol was run at a range of intensities.
Recording LFPs, however, led to much more interesting findings. The recorded LFP
under isoflurane anesthesia was found to have a characteristic shape (Fig. 15). When the
isoflurane level is too high (-3.5% or higher), the LFP is relatively flat, indicating little to
no brain activity in that region; a very low level (less than 1%) results in a highly active
state and no flat or quiet regions are observed. Though these specific bounds are subject
to change depending on subject's weight, age, and other factors, the disparate regions are
observed in all subjects. With the isoflurane level set to approximately 2%, the extremes
merge and a rhythmic pattern is observed. The exact amount of isoflurane depends on
the animal. The flat, quiet regions observed at high isoflurane levels are interrupted by
short bursts of high frequency activity. During these active periods, the average DC level
of the recorded LFP drops and spikes are observed amidst the activity. The frequency of
these active periods varies depending on anesthesia level and even then is somewhat
random, but it is often maintained at approximately 0.1-0.2 Hz.
Figure 15: Recorded LFP (mV vs. Time in seconds) in rat motor cortex under
isoflurane anesthesia. No stimulus is delivered.
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When the rat's anesthesia level was in the rhythmic region, a single 1 ms ultrasound pulse
of 2.4 W/cm 2 (as measured in brain) was enough to evoke a burst of activity. If the LFP
was already active at the time of the ultrasound pulse, no additional effect was observed.
However, if the LFP was flat during the time of the pulse, an active burst period was




















Figure 16: Recorded LFP (mV vs. Time in milliseconds) in rat motor cortex under
isoflurane anesthesia. Each plot is split to show to LFP (top), and time of
ultrasound pulse (bottom). These plots show a 1ms ultrasound pulse of intensity 2.4.
Top: Ultrasound pulsed during quiet period. Bottom: Ultrasound pulsed during
naturally-occurring active period.
Exploring further, we found this result repeatable for ultrasound pulses beyond a
threshold intensity of about 2.4W/cm 2. Additional protocols run at the threshold intensity
SweeD:29Visle1dof
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but with shorter pulses and high pulse frequency were found to evoke the same response
(see last three rows of Table 2).
While these preliminary results seemed promising, a literature search led us to a paper by
Kroeger in 2007[34]. Kroeger's group found a similar isoflurane-induced region of flat
LFP with intermittent bursts of active periods. In their recordings, the group found that
short mechanical movement near the animal's skull evoked an active period, just as we
had found with ultrasound. Taking this information into account, we repeated our
previous experiments and found that not only ultrasound, but stimuli such as loud sounds,
flashes of light, and physically touching the animal would evoke the active periods as
seen with the ultrasound pulses. We therefore conclude we have repeated the results
Kroeger found: under isoflurane-induced anesthesia, the rat cortex is hyper-excitable, that
is to say it is extraordinarily sensitive to external stimuli.
Similar ultrasound protocols (Table 2) were run on rats under ketamine/xylazine-induced
anesthesia. As with the experiments under isoflurane, we found there were no observable
effects of ultrasound on the rat motor cortex with the 2MHz transducer. The
characteristic bursts of activity during longer quiet periods seen under isoflurane are not
observed under ketamine/xylazine. Rather, the recorded LFP in these conditions has no
unique form and is often similar in appearance to only the active periods under
isoflurane-no so-called quiet periods are detectable. Therefore, the hyper-excitability of
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Figure 17: Recorded LFP (mV vs. Time in seconds) in rat motor cortex under
ketamine/xylazine. The plot is split to show to LFP (top), and time of ultrasound
pulse (bottom).
4.2.3 Ultrasound effect on mouse primary motor cortex
Rats and mice are very similar. While rats' brains are physically larger and thus targeting
specific brain regions may be easier, mice are well-characterized in many regards. To be
consistent with current neuroscience literature, we decided to repeat some of the
ultrasound experiments on mice.
Isoflurane-induced anesthesia in mice did not have the same effect as observed in rats.
No regularity was observed in the neural activity recorded in mice anesthetized with
isoflurane (Fig. 18). Similar protocols were used (Table 2) as with rat ultrasound tests












Figure 18: Recorded LFP (mV vs. Time in milliseconds) in mouse motor cortex
under isoflurane anesthesia.
While ultrasound was not shown to have an effect in mice anesthetized with
ketamine/xylazine, we did find that this anesthetic/analgesic combination resulted in a
sleep-like neural signal in mouse motor cortex (Fig. 19). This was found to be consistent
with findings by Steriade with cats under ketamine/xylazine[35].
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Figure 19: Recorded LFP (mV vs. Time in milliseconds) in mouse motor cortex
under ketamine/xylazine.
4.2.4 TRPV channel expression
TRPV1 channels containing a green fluorescent protein fusion protein were transfected to
neuron cultures and were imaged using a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM). As
indicated in the images below (Fig. 20), TRPV1 channels are well-expressed in neurons.
Figure 20: TRPV1-GFP expression in neuron culture.
4.2.5 Heating data
For in vivo trials where focal delivery of heat will be required, it is necessary to
characterize heating induced by the transducer. These experiments used the 2MHz
transducer and measuring the intensity of the pulse in the brain as delivered through the
skull. A wide range of powers were applied during several different protocols. We
found that changes in temperature are induced depending on the total energy transferred
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Heating induced in rat brain with 2MHz transducer. Heat is transferred
through skull.
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5. Discussion
5.1 TMS simulations
Today's TMS devices, though in use to reduce the number of depression patients
suffering symptoms, are very limited in their capabilities. The two prominent limitations
of the technology are its inability to directly target deep structures as well as its lack of
focality and specificity.
Though the currents induced in the brain by way of TMS ultimately affect deep
structures, as demonstrated in the treatment of drug-resistant depression, the generated
fields themselves do not directly affect these areas. Rather, as mentioned, some indirect
and rather unclear volley of events leads to the eventual stimulation of cell bodies several
centimeters deep. While this has proven effective in the case of depression treatment, it
has not uncovered the answer to the more meaningful question of what neural
deficiencies lead to depression or which stimulating techniques will treat the disease and
not just the symptoms. Furthermore, when TMS is applied to the brain, the entire region
beneath the coils is stimulated. Though different coil geometries can aid in shaping the
stimulated region, this method cannot reduce the stimulated region to a particular brain
structure or group of cells within a structure. Therefore, the ability of TMS devices as
they stand to contribute to an advanced understanding of brain function is hampered.
I have shown that with some minimal modifications to the TMS delivery procedure, both
the superficiality and specificity of the administered TMS can be altered. As illustrated
in Fig. 12 (top) with three 1mm-sized gold spheres, the strongest induced electric field is
concentrated in the axes connecting the particles, and the field has no strength outside
this area. Furthermore, the area containing the maximal induced fields is several
centimeters below that of standard TMS and is now located within the brain itself, rather
than on the skin or in the CSF. It is conceivable that a chain of such particles continuing
down through the brain may allow the induced current to flow along them, directing it to
any given area. However, with these changes, it becomes important to examine the
strength of the field in superficial areas. While the magnitude of the induced field is not
at a maximum in these areas, it may still be at the same magnitudes that induce the
changes in behavior seen in current TMS applications. The potential combined effects of
both superficial and deep stimulation would, in practice, need to be closely studied. It
may be valuable, for instance, to study the possibility of treating depression symptoms
with conventional superficial stimulation while also focally targeting another area with a
neuronal dysfunction, stimulating the release of a particular neurotransmitter, or any
number of possibilities.
The question arises of the method by which to create points of increased conductivity or
permittivity. While it may be possible to implant tiny gold spheres or other particles of
high conductivity in the brain, and this may be effective, this procedure would almost
certainly be invasive. This is undesirable, as the drive to advance technologies like TMS
stems from their noninvasive nature. Therefore, it would be most beneficial in the
clinical environment for any improvements to the device to preserve this characteristic.
As indicated by the gray matter and tumor models, it may to some degree be possible to
take advantage of natural distortions in the otherwise homogenous model. The ability to
non-invasively or even reversibly change the conductivity of a given area would be
extremely useful and powerful here. Perhaps the changes generate by heating or cooling
would be enough to cause a significant change in conductivity.
5.2 In vivo recordings
The 2MHz transducer was the primary transducer used for experiments outlined in this
paper. This particular frequency was chosen based on the paper by Mihran[14] that
found changes in the cumulative action potential recorded from frog sciatic nerve fibers
when preconditioned with an ultrasound pulse. The group used 2, 4, and 7MHz
transducers to elicit the response and found that the total energy of the pulse was the most
important factor. While this may imply that a higher frequency is more efficient, they
also note that tissue absorption and attenuation rise with frequency in this range,
rendering 2MHz the optimal frequency. With this data in hand, we directed our efforts
towards 2MHz testing in vivo. With the emergence of Tyler's paper[16], we have begun
preparing the 1MHz transducer for use and will experiment with even lower frequencies
in the future to develop an understanding of how the neuronal response in slices observed
by Tyler will translate to in vivo recordings.
The 2MHz testing started off in isoflurane-anesthetized rats. Isoflurane is commonly
used during animal surgeries as it is a safe, reliable anesthetic. Rats were used for their
size; a larger brain means larger structures, and the targets we had in mind-namely the
motor cortex-were simply easier to get to. Because the rodent motor cortex is well-
characterized [31, 36-38] and a motor-evoked response could serve as a powerful
behavioral assay for the technology, we have targeted the primary motor cortex.
As we found (illustrated in Fig. 16), isoflurane is not the ideal anesthetic for our purposes
as the resulting hyperactivity of the cortex renders all tests with no behavioral assay
unreliable. However we had focused on the motor cortex for this very purpose. Another
important discovery that came to our attention only once we encountered problems with
our behavioral assay is that isoflurane is a muscle relaxant[39]. Therefore, had we
induced a motor-evoked response to the ultrasound, we were surely suppressing it under
isoflurane anesthesia. It is interesting to note that while we experimented with a range of
ultrasound intensities in all our experiments, we found the threshold for eliciting a
response under isoflurane to be approximately the same as that observed by Tyler's
group.
Because isoflurane proved to have several undesired side effects, we quickly switched to
a combination of ketamine and xylazine, an anesthetic/analgesic combination commonly
used in trials inducing motor responses[30]. As expected, a change in the muscle tone
was observed and the hyper-excitability of the cortex was no longer observed, but indeed
no ultrasound-induced change was observed. One characteristic we expected to see but
did not under ketamine/xylazine was sleep-like slow wave patterns in the LFP. Steriade
published findings[35] that asserted a cat's recorded LFP under ketamine/xylazine
closely matches slow waves observed in sleep. The recorded LFP in rats under isoflurane
exhibited active and quiet states at approximately the frequency of sleep-induced slow
waves, but the waveform were not purely periodic, nor did its shape match that of sleep.
Rats anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine also did not exhibit sleep-like LFPs, contrary to
what Steriade saw in cats.
Having observed no ultrasound-induced changes under different anesthetics with the
2MHz transducer, and because mice are very well-characterized from a genetic
standpoint, we chose to shift our focus from rats to mice. Though rats and mice share
many biological similarities, we did not observe the same effects in the different species
under anesthesia. Mice, for instance, did not exhibit the quiet and active states seen in
rats under isoflurane. Mice under ketamine/xylazine, unlike rats under the same
anesthetic, did exhibit the sleep-like LFPs observed in cats as published by Steriade's
group. If, as the LFP waveform suggests, ketamine/xylazine anesthesia mimics sleep in
mice, this form of anesthesia may become a powerful tool in determining ultrasound's
potential effects in the sleep pattern.
Many parameters remain unexplored in this project. Experiments should be performed
on mice with the 1MHz transducer, as well as lower frequencies, as it would be valuable
to determine the extent to which the results asserted by the Tyler group are applicable to
in vivo tests. Furthermore, we have here only explored the motor cortex. Different brain
areas are composed of different cell types, ion channels, and have different network
connectivity. While the motor cortex may be an ideal site in theory for an easy
behavioral output, other sites may be more susceptible to ultrasound stimulation and a
change in firing patterns or frequency may be detectable in these regions. Another point
of interest could be to combine ultrasound stimulation with another form of stimulation,
as suggested by Fry in a theory paper in 1968[13] as well as by Mihran[14] and others.
These groups have used some form of alternate stimulation, either a directly-applied
current or in Fry's case an oscillating electric field. It may be case where one energy
form can stimulate sub-threshold and the other may actually modulate beyond threshold,
as seen in frog nerves in Mihran's studies. This technique has not yet been applied to the
central nervous system and may certainly be worth exploring in detail. This idea of
combined stimulation modalities is a direct avenue for using ultrasound and TMS to alter
neural activity. It would be especially interesting if ultrasound stimulation could produce
the beads of high conductivity simulated in the TMS models described in this paper,
thereby making use of ultrasound's non-invasive nature as well as its focality.
While there are many points of interest and branches down which to take the ultrasound
tests, there are a huge number of unknowns. However, we can focus our ultrasound
experiments by targeting what we know works: heating. We have measured the heating
characteristics of the 2MHz transducer in terms of energy. This information can easily be
taken to heat the brain to a certain level, as required with heat-activated channels TRPV1
and TRPV3. Virus injections of these channels can be used to achieve spatial and
cellular specificity and ultrasound can in turn activate these regions. As described in the
Methods section of this paper, patch clamp tests of TRPV-transfected neuron cultures
will be useful for screening the virus to ensure it will perform as we expect.
In fact, TRPV1 channels have been identified to be naturally-occurring in the mouse
brain[40]. If these naturally-occurring channels are present at the concentration levels
required to trigger activity in some brain areas we wish to explore, thus enabling us to
induce a particular behavior or change in state, the non-invasive nature of the ultrasound
may be preserved.
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Appendix: TMS Simulations
This appendix contains images from TMS models of small particles with varying
conductivity and permittivity in the otherwise-homogenous brain. Asymmetries in the
images can be attributed to similar asymmetries in the automatically-generated mesh
formed by the finite-element modeling software; therefore, it is not thought that these
asymmetries would be present outside the simulation environment.
Simulations with three 1mm-sized particles
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Figure 22: Relative permittivity matched to surroundings. 1E1 S/m conductivity.
Induced current shown.








Figure 23: Relative permittivity matched to surroundings. 1E6 S/m conductivity.
Induced current shown.











Figure 24: Relative permittivity 1E1. Conductivity matched to surroundings.
Induced current shown.






Figure 25: Relative permittivity 1E6. Conductivity matched to surroundings.
Induced current shown.
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Figure 26: Relative permittivity 1E1. 1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced current
shown.
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Figure 27: Relative permittivity 1E6. 1E1 S/m conductivity. Induced current
shown.
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Figure 29: Relative permittivity 1E6. 1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced electric field
shown.
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Figure 30: Sample mesh grid for 1mm-sized particles.
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Simulations with single particle




Figure 31: 1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings. 1E6
S/m conductivity. Induced electric field shown.






Figure 32: 0.5mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings.
1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced electric field shown.









Figure 33: 0.1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings.
1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced electric field shown.




Figure 34: 1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings. 1E6
S/m conductivity. Induced current shown.
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Figure 35: 0.5mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings.
1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced current shown.






Figure 36: 0.1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings.
1E6 S/m conductivity. Induced current shown.
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Figure 37: 0.1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity matched to surroundings.







Figure 38: 0.1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity 1E6. Conductivity matched
to surroundings. Induced current shown.
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Figure 39: 0.1mm-sized particle. Relative permittivity 1E2. Conductivity matched
to surroundings. Induced current shown.
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Figure 40: Sample mesh grid for 0.1mm-sized particle.
